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MIGHTY MUSl(IES MARCH: FACE SURGING BILLIKENS
.

/

Before leaving for the National Invitational Tournament in New York City, the 1955-56
Xavier l\fusketee1·s paused for a picture in their new uniforms. From left to right, front row,
Trainer Ray Baldwin, Athletic Director Al Stephan, Jim O'Connell, Jim Boothe, Captain Lou
Vonderbrink, Francis Stal1l, Duke Schneider, and Head Coach Ned 'Vulk. Back row, Athletic
Publicity Director Bob Coates, Tony Olberding, Hank Schmidt, Stu Courchaine, Frank Tartaron, John Albrink, and Ji'rosh Coach Bob Finnell.

By Jack Cherry
The Xavier University Musketeers open their quest for
the Na ti on a I Invitational
Tournament Championship
tomorrow night at Madison

losses while St. Louis in its
seventh NIT boasts an eighteen
win, six loss mark.
In drawing St. Louis the Musketeers came up with the toughest assignment of the opening
round. Coached by E. S. "Eddie"
I-iickey, the Bills were tied with
Oklahoma A and M, another
NIT entry, for the runner-up

Square Garden against the Billikens of St. Louis University,
the last team in the twelve team
field to receive a bid to play in
this eighteenth post season extravaganza. Making their intial
showing in the NIT, Xavier will.
go into the game with a season
record of sixteen wins and ten

spot in the Missom·i Valley Conference. St. Louis holds wins
over such teams as St. Johns
Indiana, Cincinnati, and Bradley,
but has been beaten by Ohio
State, Kentucky MVC champions Houston twice and by Oklahoma A and M twice.
Leading the offense-minded
Bills, who averaged 82 points per

outing, are All American Jim
McLaughlin, a 6' 4", 218 pound
senior from New Albany, Indiana, and Grady Smith, a 6' 1" 187
pound senior from Puxico, Mo.
McLaughlin scored 410 points
this past season for a game average of 17.0 in addition to pulling in 441 rebounds or 18 per
game. Smith, the only other sen-

ior on the St. Louis squad, led
the team in scoring with 456
points for a 19 point average.
The other three starters for
the Bills arc as dangerous as
each man on the starting five
average in the two digit column.
Behind McLaughlin and Smith
are Joe Todd, a 6' 3" junior who
made the switch from guard to
forward this year and at the
same time maintained his 13
point per game mean. At the
pivot slot for the Bills will be Al
Serkin a 6' 7" junior with a good
(Continued on Page 5)
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Sudden Death Of Dean Stuns Xavier

A Memorial Mass for the repose of the soul of Rev. Gilbert
F. Stein, S.J., dean of the College of Liberal Arts, was said
in St. Robert Bellarmine Chapel at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday. Fr.
Stein died suddenly at St. Ignatius High School where he had
stayed while in Cleveland for a district meeting of the American Catholic Philosophical Association. He would have been
49 on Easter Monday, April 2.
In the few months since he
had been appointed Dean in August, Fr. Stein introduced several
new policies at Xavier.
He foaugurated a system of
pre-registration and completely
re-organized the registration procedures. The n e w methods
brought registration under one
roof for the first time. Errors in
registration were considerably
reduced under his administrati on.
Fr. Stein announced the new
two-year_ program of general
studies just a few days before his
death. This program which is
modeled after one he originated
while serving as dean of freshmen at the University of Detroit
is designed especially for individualized instruotion in order
to compensate for deficiencies of
students who require extra help.
He designed this two-year program to provide a systematic
plan of supervised study for those
who neep. to learn how to study.
Conversely, he hoped that regular liberal arts students would
be able to make greater strides
since the weaker students would
not hamper normal class progress.
Another innovation made ·by
Fr. Stein is the honors convocation at which university awards
will be presented to students on
May 7. He decided to present

Rev. Robert R. Bassman, S.J.,
chancellor, has announced that
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
president, has appointed Assistant Dean I. Peter Buschman, S.J.,
acting dean.
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Council Goes Gallantly On; Fair Sex Goes
Uricler Fire l1i
Many Proble1ns Posed
In the Student Council
meeting of March 12, members of Council heard. Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
moderator, asked that they

.

/·
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Rev. Gilbert F. Stein, S.J.
these awards at a special convocation, rather than at commencement as has been the former policy, in order to make all of the
students conscious of them. He
also intended that relatives and
friends of the honored students
should be invited to this convocation.
The countless changes he made
while at Xavier for a little more
than six months were based upon
his experience as a Jesuit administrator at other educational institutions. He had served as principal of the University of Detroit
High School for six years, president of the same school for seven
years, and freshman dean at the
University of Detroit for two
years. While president of the
Detroit High School he guided it
through a period of expansion.
Its enrollment rose from a few
hundred to over 1000 and he
brought about the addition of a
$400,000 building.
Since his ordination in 1939,
1nost of Fr. Stein's work has been
(Continued on page 9)

consider possible solutions to
the Ledgewood avenue parking
prnblem.
Council felt that it was a stu1, dent responsibility.
Members
pointed out that the new Clean'ey
avenue parking lot, a Council
project, will relieve some of the
present congestion. Jim Kelly,
Eel Sajewski, and Terry Lautenbach were appointed to consult
with Fr. Ratterman about the
problem.
Charlie Woeste, acting president in the absence of Bill Hocter, e:-..-pressed regret over the
death of Rev. Gilbert F. Stein,
S.J., dean. Council arranged for
a mass for repose of Fr. Stein's
soul.
Woeste commended the Poland
Philopedian Debating Society and
its moderator, Rev. Vincent C.
Horrigan, S.J., for holding the
Robert S. Marx National Invitational Debate tournament in
Cincinnati.

Beseigers Change
Lead In Mid-Stream
Mr. John G. Maupin, instructor of speech and faculty moderator of the Masque Society, recently stated that cast changes
have been made for "The Siege
of Pampeluna." Mike Dzik has
resigned from the cast, and Tom
Stadtmiller has taken over Mike's
roll of Don Miquel. The part of
Juanita, vacated by Tom Stadtmiller, was assigned to Bob
Jones.

Al Cash reported on constitutional revision progress. He
said that it is mainly a matter
of bringing the by-laws up-todate. He felt that the body of
the Constitution will require
little revision.
Cash noted that the Constitution reads as if the straight X
system of balloting were employed in the student elections.
"This will have to be changed
to the PR system," he remarked.
Al Cash and Bob Welsh will
present a draft of the Constitution to Council sometime in the
near future. Copies will then be
printed.
Preliminary financial reports
were given on the Mardi Gras
and the Military Ball. Full
details will be published later.

Orato1·s Warm Up;
Ready For Tourney
Three more large collegesHarvard, Princeton, and Southern Methodist- have accepted
bids to the Robert S. Marx
National Invitational Debate
Tournament to be held under
the auspices of Xavier on April
13 and 14.
On March 20 Bill Foley and
Jack Gladis will match with
Frank Hamel and Dick Mennen before the Dad's Club. Also
on Tuesday, another set of
speakers will appear at the
dinner meeting of the Wyoming-Lockland Kiwanis. An exhibition for the Clifton Kiwanis
is scheduled in the near future.
The Philopedians recently started
the Xavier chapter of Tau Kappa
Alpha, a national forensics fraternity.

Weird Debc1.te

"Resolved: Women arc a Menace" is the topic of a debate between debating teams from Xavier and 0 u r
!
Lady of C ini.
cinnati College.
This d e b a t e,
sponsored by
the Hoosier
Club, will commence tonight
at 8:15 p.rn. on
the. s t a g c of
South Hall.
Women Hater
The misogyn o us affirmaConneighton
tive cl e bate
team will be Philopeclians Stan
Seifried and Frank Conneighton.
The defenders of the indefensible
position of the superiority of the
female species will be two hapless damsels from Our Lady of
Cincinnati College.
Frank Conneighton stated that
"It is possible, most probable, and
almost certain that we innately
superior male debaters will not
only roundly defeat the young
ladies, but we will also succeed
in convincing them that woman's
suffrage should never have been
allowed."
"No matter which team wins
the debate, it is absolutely certain that both debate teams will
agree that women arc still nice
to have around," Frank added.

June Grads Note!
Thursday, April 12 has been
set as the final clay for seniors
graduating in June to place their
orders for graduation announcements and personal carc'ls. Orders
are to be made in the Bookstore.
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ACADEMIC .FREEDOM

Music Stand
By Joe McCarthy
Soon to be off on an around
the globe jaunt are 4 men,
two violins, a cello, and a
viola. This group of musicians, along with their assort-

SPORTS Er>ITOR ...............................................................................................................Jobn Rale7, •117
SPORTS WRITERS ........................ Mel Brennan, 'll7, Jack Cherry, 'G7, Glenn DaBracq, '1111
Dom Glnrdnnn, '1111, Bnb No\•ak, 'G!l, Bob Queenan, '51, Florian Sokolowald, '117,
Charlle Wneote, 'Gil
,
PROT~GRAPRIC EDITOR .................................................................................... Jerrr KaHhH, '1111
PROTOGRAPHF.RS .................................................................. Mel Brennan, '57, Nell Dimond, 'llf)
F.VF.l\TfNfl co1,T,F.flF. F.nlTOR .......................................................,h..................................Sall• Evan•
EVENING COLLEGE STAFF.......................... Sasan Brendell, Carol Cralr, Jack Landera,

ed paraphenalia, is a distinguished institution that has added much prestige to Cincinnati,
music wise, in the past several
years. This column must admit
its shortcoming in failing to give
mention to this group sooner. We
hope that these words will take
the place of our "amende honorable."
This outstanding group is, naturally, the LaSalle Quartet. The
Cincy music scene has been
richer during the past two years
since the Quartet has been in
residence at the College-Conservatory of Music. The string ensemble was formed about: nine
years ago in New York, and
since then has drawn rave notices
both in this country and abroad.
It was with such a record that
they came to Queen City residence. The local pride, which is
understandable, has held them
on for two years. Chances that
we shall see them in concert for
a third season seem pretty good.
As the tour begins, the Quartet
will be setting its sights on a
record of sorts. When it returns
next autumn the group will have
been the first American string
quartet to encircle the globe. The
tour schedule calls for almost a
concert a day. Opening in Honolulu, they will travel on to Australia, then through India, and
then on to Europe, hitting the
high spots along the way. It looks
as though there will be a lot of
"fiddling around" done before
Cincy sees the four Juliard graduates again.
There is a certain spell cast by
the LaSalle Quartet. This may be
due to ifa uniqueness. Undoubtedly, this has aided their reception and popularity hereabouts.
Nevertheless, there is in the end
result of this musical group fine
art and perfection of expression
which alone are worth the price
of subscription.
That the result of this group
is near perfecMon should surprise nobody for, after all, that
is to what they aspire. These four
men playing their stringed instruments have, in endeavoring
to reach that goal, acquired a
world wide recognition. This
alone would be most satisfying.
But perfection is not to be acquired easily. The Quartet puts
in 48 hours a week in building
to perfection.
In such quartet playing, each
man is a soloist, ·for the end result is that of a solo by a soloist
with four heads and eight arms.
These musicians, in addition to
playing perfectly as individuals,
must contribute to overcoming
the problems of playing as a four
part unit. There must be perfect
coordination between these four
as they perform their separate
parts. Errors cannot be covered
by extraneous sound. Everyone
within hearing, musicians and
audience alike, are always aware
when a faux pas has been performed. But mistakes within the
LaSalle Quartet are few, and the
beauty of the result somewhat
parallels the ode or the sonnet
of literature.
The members of the LaSalle
Quartet, by the way, are Walter
Levin, violinist; Henry Meyer,
violinist; Paul Kamnitzer, viola;
and Jack Kirstein, cello.

CIRCULATION..............................................................................................................Fred llehllmm, '117
CARTOONISTS .............................................................. Jerry Tarner, 'llP, Jolin Van Flandern, '117
llUlllNESll ........................................................................................................................Ed lellroe•er, '119
(The views and opinions expressed by varlou~ feature writers, columnists, and editorial
writers do not nP.cessarll:v express the official opinions of the Xavier Unlveraltv
admlnlstrntlon. Matters of official nature appoarlng In The News will be 10 de•lgnated:1
PACULTY MODERATOR ................................................................................Mr. llernar• I., Martin
EDITORIAL ADVISEB ............................................................................ Rev. Thoma• P. lt7t11e, 8.6.

Don't forget, by the way, the
excellent series of Class B convocations. Next week features, of
all things, a full symphony orchestra.

Final· Report
peaking mildly, everyone associated with Xavier was
shocked by the news of the death of Rev. Gilbert F. Stein,
S.J., who had served as the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
since the end of August. All of us had a great respect and a
high regard for his administrative ability. Fr. Stein's broad
experience, understanding, and courage distinguished him as
a leader of unusual caliber.
We knew him as the man who always could size up a
situation and uncover the wisest course of action. His remarkable innovations in university administration shall continue
to bear fruit for many years.
His was a high calling and he fulfilled his duty well. What
he would have done for Xavier had he remained another few
years is probably beyond our ability to imagine. But at his
early age he has gone to an even higher calling. We imagine
he has already rendered his type of orderly and realistic report
to the Master he has been serving for many years.

S

Skipper's Beckons
e· were quite surprised Tuesday when we walked into
South Hall in the height of the lunch period and saw
that the Pine Room was so crowded with students that there
was hardly a clear space of floor in the room. Students who
eat in South Hall ordinarily expect to encounter some difficulty in the procurement of a place to sit. During the busy
hours Tuesday near~y half of the students in South Hall were
forced to stand or sit on the floor, while they ate their lunch.
The reason for this considerable inconvenience was that
half of South Hall was closed. We suggest that if it should
ever again be necessary to close half of the eating facilities
in South Hall, other facilities should be made available, or
else students should be warned in advance.
Xavier has grown to such a size that it is highly imprudent
to merely close half of the day-hop eating facilities without
taking into consideration the results of this action.

W

Xavier Leads Way
'T"his week in The News we read of two important events
I which demonstrate that Xavier is truly an organization
serving our community. Our reference is to the national convention of the American Philosophical Association and the
Xavier Family Life Institute.
Xavier as a host to the learned society of philosophers is
demonstrating to the community that ours is a center of impo~tant intellectual activity. We are, so t9 speak, parading the
philosophy that serves as the core of the Xavier education
before the citizens of Cincinnati.
Similarly, our Family Life Institute will again serve to
remind every resident of the Queen City that there is a true,
correct, _and faithful way on which the basic unit of societythe family-should be patterned. Here, again, Xavier is telling
the world that there are important principles for which the
men of Xavier stand.
·
Our university has always been engaged in the activities
of our city. These two events which will be held under her
auspices during the next few weeks, serve to reiterate the
importance of Xavier as an influence in Cincinnati.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
Published weekly during the school year except during vacation periods by Xavier
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. $1.ISO per year.
Entered as second ela•s matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office at
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ED1TOR-1N-CRll~F ........................................................................................................ Jlob Manier.
SENIOR ED1TORS ....................................................................Tom Kerver '116 llra110 Wolff
MANAGING El>ITOR...................................................................................... .'........:..Bob .raen••·'
BUSINESS MANAGER ....................................................................................................Blll Smith,
ASS8t~~A~~f:.'?:JOR .......... John Gronlng, '56, Diii Poole, '!ill, Jolin Van Flandern,

'113
'118
'117
'llR
•57

COLUMNISTS ....................................................................Tom MeAnllffe '117 .Joe MeCartbr '117
rtEPORTERR ........ Cnnrad Dnnakow•kl, '118, Wayne Fehr. '119, Andy' Gaaellwan 'Ill 'naa
Herth. '5R, Ralph Hogue, 'llR, Lloyd Liii, '57, .Jnhn 1,og1don, 'IJll, .John Lynn, '38
.Jim San•nnaf!1o, 'G7, Jerry Turner,

•an, Ron \\'like, •as

•

Kathy Stumph

* • *
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Se11ior Choice: Cool Stadium
Or Stuffy Fieldliouse
by Bill Glueck
Reminiscing is the favorite and most rewarding experience of man. Most college graduates find much pleasure in
recalling their "happy days at dear old alma mater." These
wiir be the "good old days" of parties, dances, and football
games. How often don't we hear our elders roaring over old
Professor Narf, who used to ... In their quieter moods, they
also remember the academic experiences which were moving;
and a chief among these is the time of graduation.
A medium sized liberal arts
provide an opportunity to use an
coil eg e has
organ and the Xavier chimes to
much to offer:
better advantage. Perhaps the
personal atten- ·.
graduating seniors could sing
tion, comrade- , ·
"Our
Alma Mater Xavier," "Xavship, and traier Chimes," and other songs as
dition. All
they file into their places.
three of these
Then there should be a valem us t be pre- , ·
served and ex- · ·
dictory speech to set the scene
and this should be followed by
panded over
the presentation of diplomas and
the years to
commissions to the graduating
make those
seniors. Perhaps we could slow
happy reminisdown the pace of the graduating
ces even 'more rewarding.
Let's look forward a few ceremony so that due recognition
months to graduation week. For can be given to each graduate.
we seniors and the rest of you Perhaps there could only be one
potential graduates, this will be graduate on the stage at a time
one of the happiest days of our so that his family and friends
will have time to get a good look
lives.
I attended last year's gradua- at him.
Finally, after we have marched
tion and found a few elements
which detracted from the pleas~ out of the. Stadium, I think it
ure of graduation. It was a hur- would be appropriate to have a
ried, brusque affair in an hot and refreshment hour in which the
graduates and their parents and
stifling Fieldhouse.
I'd like you all to consider the friends can ·bid adieu to their
suggestions I have for possibly teachers and fellow graduates.
This article is written in the
improving the commencement
spirit of constructive criticism
exercises.
First of all, let's return to the and in the hopes that it will stir
tradition of having an impressive renewed interest in the graduacademic procession into the Sta- ation ceremonies of the class of
dium instead of the Fieldhouse. 1956 and of those classes followIt would be cooler and would ing it.

DOWN

FRONT

By Tom McArtlij/e

Yesterday "I'll Cry Tomorrow," the story of Lillian Roth,
the onetime entertainment world star, opened at the Grand.
Susan Hayward in the starring role does a creditable job; but
I don't think she is all her publicity agents crack her up to be.
In the previews of the movie shown at the Grand previous to
its arrival, the real Lillian Roth
does a rather nauseous job of the exception of Jo Anne Fleet,
praising the "great Miss Hay- are like the movie-just fair. I
ward. In my opinion, Miss Hay- heard one critic talk of Eddie
ward is at her best in roles of Albert's quiet and sympathetic
the "David and' Bathsheeba" portrayal of the A.A. agent. Well,
calibre; for here she can use his portrayal is so quiet it is
her main asset as an actress- almost dead, and the only symher face and her figure. Even pathy he aroused in me was for
though this may be her greatest his career as an actor. I can sum
role so far, as some critics say- the whole movie up in one word
and I won't argue with them, I -mediocre.
still don't think it is as good as
• • •
it has been ballyhooed to be.
Four weeks ago the Xavier
Perhaps one reason that she Department of Modern Languages
has such a hard time is the all sponsored a showing of the Spantoo common theme of a rich ish movie, "The Mad Queen." In
celebrity going drunk and broke all sincerity I must say that this
at the same time and then mak- was one of the finest 'and most
ing a thoroughly glorious, trite, enjoyable movies that I have
and boring comeback. I am not ever seen. The cost of admission
trying to take anything away was 35 cents, not very much,
from Miss Roth; · she definitely and yet there were hardly 20
is a person to be admired, but Xavier students present. This
her story does belong back on was unfortunate for two reathe bookshelf whence it came. sons. Fit·st of all, they missed
These rags to riches or riches to an excellent movie at a very
rags and back again to riches reasonable price. If they were to
type of stories that Hollywood go downtown they could see
crams down the public's throat movies only half as good, but
every chance it gets, do not be- three times as expensive. And
long on movie screens just as secondly, and far more impormuch as Caesar's Galllc wars tantly, they missed an opportuwould not have belonged on the nity all too rare to American
Roman stage.
students to learn some of the
The movie as a whole is just ideas and foundations of a culfair. The rest of the players, with
(Continued from Pa1e 8)
.......
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Institute To Host Annual . . Conference
Panels, · Exbibits, Talks
Higbligbt Busy Weekend

Disti1iguislied Autlior, Lectu,1·er
To Address Student Gatlieri11g

By Bob Juerake
ltlarmgi11g Etlitor
During the weekend of
March 23-25, the Xavier University Family Life ~nstitute
will sponsor the ninth annual
Family Life Conference in

Mrs. Maisie Ward Sheed,
author, lecturer and co-founder of the Sheed & Ward publishing house, will address
the student body at a series

tl~e

armory. Again under the
A convocation in the Fieldhouse
dfrection of Mr. Robert F. Cissell, assistant professor of mathat 1: 30 p.m. on March 21.
ematics and director of the InThe topic of her speech will
stitute, the three day get-together
be "The New French Revolution,"
will feature the presentation of
which deals with the resurrec"Family of the Year" award,
tion of the French Catholic
and several talks and panel disChurch in the liturgical intelleccussions on the various facets of
tual and social sectors of French
Catholic family life.
civilization.
On Friday, March 23, the first
She is the dau~hter of Wilfred
session will begin at 8 p.m. with
Ward, biographer and friend of
Rev.
Jolm
J.
Wenzel,
S.J.,
moderator
of
the
Sodality
and
the invocation of Rev. John J.
Cardinal Newman. As secretary
Wenzel, S.J., chaplain of the chaplain of the Family Life Institute, is shown discussing a to her father, she came in conselection
of
books
for
the
Sodality
display
with
Bugh
Grunt·
Institute and chairman of the
lcr. 'Gruntler and his fellow sodalists will present a display tact with the leaders of Eurotheology department.
of
literature for Christian family reading at the Family Life pean Catholic thought. Since her
In the course of the evening's .
Photo by Karches marriage to Mr. Frank Sheed,
program, Rt. Rev. Monsignor Institute next weekend.
president of the Sheed & Ward
Irving A. DeBlanc will deliver Sullivan, chairman of family Charles Herman, and Mr. Wal- publishing house, author, and
the principal address, on "Dis- life, Archdiocesan Council of ter Borchelt. The panel will dis- internationally known lecturer
cipline-America's Great Need." Catholic Men.
cuss the aspects of "Christian on Catholic apologetics, she has
Msgr. DeBlanc is the director of
The final session of the week- Design for Character." Rt. Rev. widened this circle of contact
the Family Life Bureau of the end conference on Sunday will Monsignor August J. Kramer, · so that it envelopes almost every
with an opening prayer archdiocesan director of family province of the Catholic world.
/.~~:;;]:·:;97-:,;:-·,,,,.
·:";:'z::;:: :·::.:: begin
at 8 p.m. by Rev. William Faber, life, is the evening's chairman.
Mrs. Ward -has lectured from
0.F.M., pastor of St. Clement
As an added attraction to the coast to coast in the United
Church, St. Bernard. The fea- program, various local high States and Canada, in England
tures of the last assembly will schools, colleges, and Catholic and Scotland, and at the Amer-be a panel discussion, headed by organizations are preparing a ican College in Louvain. Thirty~·: .\
!·•
Rev. Eugene H. Maly, modera- variety of exhibits to be dis- two years of experience on the
played throughout the armory,
tor.
Other members of the panel demonstrating the complexities
will be Msgr. ~eBlanc, Mrs, of family life.

...-:· · :·' .:''C'

t~~~T

i

·.· .

outdoor platform of the Catholic
Evidence Guild have given her
a rigorous trnining for indoor
lecturing.
Her published book Catholic
Evidence Training Outlines has
played a very significant part
in the current revolution in
Catholic apologetics. Her other
published books are Gilbert
Keith Chesterton, The Splendor
of the Rosciry, The Wilfred Wards
ancl the Transition, Insurrection
versus Resurrection, Yomvg Mr.
Newman, Ret1i1·n to Chesterton,
France Pagan? and Be Not Solicitous.
Mrs. Sheed has a large repertoire of general and literary
lcctm·es. The general lectures are
"Plea for Family," "Woman's
Place in a Man-Made World,"
"The New French Revolution,"
"The Church and the Layman,"
"The Intellectual Apostlate," "Religion on the Street Corner,"
and "Has Christianity Failed?"
The titles of the sundry literary
lectures are "Preparation for
Authorship," "The Unknown
Newman," "Chesterton the Man,"
"Celebrities I have Met-Tennyson to Chesterton," "Some Nineteenth Century Writers," and
"Christopher Dawson and Edward Watkin!'

a lunch hour
Atalanta?
Monsignor DeBlanc
National Catholic Welfare Conference.
Another highlight of the evening will be the presentation of
the. "family of the year" citation ·
and silver tray to the Catholic
family of Cincinnati chosen as
best exemplifying the Christian
way of life, community responsibility and participation, and an
understanding of the responsibilities of parenthood. Very Rev.
Paul L. 'O'Connor, S.J., president
of Xavier and chairman for the
evening, will make the presentation.
The Saturday afternoon program will begin at 2 p.m. with
opening prayer by Rev. Thomas
M. Shields, S.J., instructor of
theology. Msgr. DeBlanc again
will speak, exploring the subpect "Attitudes Hard to Change."
Mr. Richard L. Sayre, general
chairman of the Conference, .will
preside.
On Saturday evening, a dinner meeting is scheduled to be
held in the Student Union dining room. Prayer will be by Rev.
Robert J. Liska, instructor of
theology. Msgr. DeBlanc will
address the Conference again,
his topic ·being "The Family
Apostolate in the United States."
Toastmaster for the evening
affair will be Mr. William A.

There was a girl with a
fleet foot! Ran so fast
no lad could catch her.
That's a sad sort of

@)ATS~-=~~-~~:__'

---..:------

shopping on the run,
we'll keep up with you to help you get what you
want in a hurry! Come in and put us to the test.

CAREW TOWER •

Mahley

ff~

Spring Again I

WESTERN HILLS PLAZA

_, llattar time to save a lluck

Care\v

by GREYHOUND

&

Cincinnati's Fashion Stores

Too

~portant

To Forget-

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

Tlie Old School
This school was founded as
the Athenaeum in 1831 by Bishop
Edward D. Fenwick, O.P. It became St. Xavier College in 1840
when the Society of Jesus took
charge of its administration. The
name was changed to Xavier
University in 1931.

J)i

rush, ·but when you're

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East

M~Millan

WOodburn 1-2474

ONE-WAY
ONE-WAY
Akron .................................. $5.80 KnoxvUle .......................... $6.30
Atlanta ................................ 9.15 Indianapolis ...................... 2.70
Canton ................................ 5.60 Lexington .......................... 1.80
Charleston .......................... 5.SO Lima .................................... 3.45
Chicago ............................:. 6.70 Louisville .......................... 2.75
Cleveland .......................... 5.60 Parkersburg ...................... f.35
Columbus .......................... 2.70 Pittsburgh ................... ;...... 7.10
Detroit ................................ 6.00 St. Louis ............................ 7 .30
Evansville .......................... 5.40 Toledo .. ;............................. 5.00
Huntington ........................ t.10 Vincennes .......................... f.01
Plus U.S. Tax
Save an Extra 10% Each Way with a Round-Trip Ticket

Let Grerhound take_ your

LAUNDRY HOME TO MOTHER
You'll Save Time and $$$ toof
Henry J. Schulhoff
City Passenger Agent
Greyhound Lines
Cincinnati 2, Ohio - PA-3720
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Musketeers 10-1 To \'\I

X Draws Formidable Foe;
Plays St. Louis In NIT

..
{

I

Comment One-And it came to pass. For many weeks most
sportswriters have been speculating and guessing at the outcome of the National Invitational Tournament and the position
of the Xavier Musketeers.
Tomorrow evening at 9:15 (EST) the Muskies will take
the floor to face the St. Louis Billikens, one of the better nonseeded clubs. The so-called "team with a dream" has compiled
a record of 18-6 over the season and have played a very respectable slate. One of the 18 wins was at the expense of the Cincinnati Bearcats, 104-86, which seems to point to the fact that
Xavier will have their work cut out for them.
This fact should be routine for the Musketeers, as Ned
Wulk's boys have played the top ball clubs in the nation. Ned
is aware of the fact that Xavier will have their work cut out
for them as a win over the Bills will mean another meeting
with Dayton, the number one seeded team.
This won't be the first time that Xavier has had it rough.
The three wins in the QCT were work and Xavier was able
to survive there. The question is, can they survive this time?
It isn't imp6ssible and with a few hot nights the Blue and
White can go the distance; let's hope they do.
Comment Two-On the home front. My good friend Larry
Conway tells me that the Bellarmine Chapel basketball team
has added another trophy to their already large collection. The
club, composed mainly of Xavier dorm students, turned back
St. Williams of Price Hill, 48-29.
Comment Three-Attention spendthrifts. If the . various
campus organizations are looking for a way to spend $1.50,
allow me to make a suggestion. A telegram to New York City
costs less than the above quoted price and would be a great
boost to the team, as it is a lot easier when you know that
there is someone behind you.
The headquarters for Xavier in New York will be the
Paramount Hotel and telegrams can be sent there or to the
Garden.
Comment Four-All-Americans. In the last week three
more All-American teams have been released and the Muskies
were mentioned on all three occasions.
Dave Piontek and Jimmy Boothe received first and second·
team ratings respectively on the Jesuit All-American squad.
The order was reversed on the Associated Press ratings
as Boothe made the starting team.
The Brooklyn Tablet placed both Jim and Dave on the
third team. This outfit seemed :to be rather inconsistent as not
one member of the Dayton Flyers was placed on the first club
and Bill Uhl made second team.

NIT PAIRINGS

(Continued from Page 1)
hook shot who was the team's
runner-up in rebounding with
301 grabs. Rounding out the
starting five will be Harold Alcorn a 6' O" guard who averaged
11 points per game mostly on a
one hand jump shot.
Asked to compare St. Louis
with Xavier, Ed Hickey steals a
page from Frank Leahy and
cries "any team who can beat
Louisville by 40 points must be

Keeler

1'11------.

l\lar.

LaFayette (19-6)

The Four :
three games frc
fifth consecutiv
531 total with a
with a 478 set,

Mar. 19
Niagara (20-6)
Mar. 22

COACH

Okla. A&M. (18-8)
i

Mar. 1'7 • - - - - - - .

"

Duquesne (16-9)

Mar. 19

I

Louisville (23-3)

'·

Mar. 24
Seton Hall (19-4)

.

Mar. 17 • - - - - - - .

.·....

l\larquette (13-10)

i·

1·

Mar. 28
· St. Joseph (Pa.) (21-4)

"

...

.·.

"

Mar. 22 . - - - - Xavier (16-10)

Jim McLaughlin

respected arid it would app·ear
the Billikens won't have much
of a chance against a team with
such fine talent." Hickey considers the St. Louis-Cincinnati
game as the "greatest offensive
display of basketball in the istory of St. Louis." Cincinnati
(Hear John Haley, on "Xavier Chimes," Sat., 12:45 p.m. on WCKY) is the only common team met
by (both \teams and St. Louis
spanked the Bearcats 104-86
while the best the Musketeers
could do was a 79-73 overtime
win. Earlier the'Cats beat Xavier
71-66.
By Bob Queenan
Hard Guys
The struggle for the lead in the intramural basketball
Coach
Hickey
considers "every
leagues has come to a temporary standstill. Play will resume
tournament game a championas soon as the District Tournament is over. This interruption ship" game and because St.
will give the players of the various teams a well deserved Louis lacks reserve strength
rest. It will also give them a chance to get in some valuable Hickey doubts their possibility
practice in preparation for the
of going all the way. ·To Him
tourney which will be coming Fighting Irish are fourth with "Xavier will .be tough and it will
up soon.
be our toughest game."
three wins and two losses.
.
Wolfs Lead
Although St. Louis has a
The highest score to date was
The standings to this date registered by the Cherry Pickers powerful offense it can be
among the top four team in each when they defeated the Deuces pointed out that their defense is
league are as follows: The 107 to 52. They're still talking nothing to write home about as
Wolverines from Brockman I about that one wherever those of they have given an average of
lead League I with a 6-0 record. the intramural ranks are gath- , 77 points a game.
The Cherry Pickers, a highly- ered.
Xavier will counter with their
touted group of day hops, are
Now might also be a good time one two scoring punch in Dave
second with a 4-1 record. The to give credit to the officials who, Piontek and Jimmy Boothe while
Wildcats of Brockman 3 (4-3) from all reports, have been doing attempting to hold down Mcand the Hyde Park Gorks (3-3) a very good job.
Laughlin and Smith. Along with
are in third and fourth place reBoothe and Piontek, Ned Wulk
spectively.
will probably go along with the
The top teams in League II are
usual starting five that has Capthese four: The All Stars are "top
tain Lou Vonderbrink paired
dog" with a 5-0 record. They are
with Boothe at Guard, Duke
closely pursued by the Badgers X.U,
Schneider at the other forward
OPP. SITE ATT.
71 Sprlnr um .................... 40
u 3,600 and Frank Taraton at center.
who own a 5-1 record. The battle 80
Waba1h ............................ 47
R
2,200
for third place is a "wild and 811 Eastern Kentucky ........ 61 A 3,aGO
OK Boothe
IHI Geor1etowu, K:r ......... 112
II
2,100
woolly" struggle between the 8-1
Nlarara ··............................ 63
N
11,093
This combine has averaged 80
St. Bonaventure ........... 16
N
3,lU
fighting Coyotes of Flo Sokolow- Oil
P2 Georsla Teeb ................ 87
N
4,G37
ski and the rough tough Hawks n Western Kentucky ...... '13 R 4,350 points a contest while yeilding
73 Seton Hall ...................... 114
N
4,473
the opposition only 69 points
of Willy 1Umberg. Both of these H~ Loyola, lld. .................. 117 A
1,0llO
71
VJllanova
........................
70
N
4,1.11
teams have earned a 4-2 record. ~; g1nclnna&1 ...................... 71 N 12,157 per game. Leading the Musketeers in offense are Jimmy
• ayton .............................. 11
A
11,187
Baldy's Boy
711 Loyola, La .................... 114
A
1,000
Boothe who finished the regular
1,800
Another bloody battle is raging 70 Sprlnr um .................... 47 A
~r. Miami, fla. .................... 'J'I'
A
1,0llO · campaign wi·th 429 points and a
over in League III. First place in
6 Miami, . o. ...................... n
R
9,W
16 point average, Dave Piontek
711 ClnclnnilU (OT) ......:... '12
A
'l',2111
this no-man's land is held by 82 St. Francl1, Pa............. 71 R 2,'l'llO with 390 points and a 15 point
rJll Loul1vllle ........................ 119
H
11,100
Terry Drennan's Elet Aces with llil
WeoterA Kentack:r .... H
A
4,IOO
game average and Duke Schnei·
a 5-1 record. In second place are 711 DaytoA ............................ Ill H Jt,:eu der who tallied 337 points for a
93 Eaatern Kentaek,. ........ 'JI
A
9,81111
the Gophers who have won four 10 Loul1vtlle ..................:..... U
H
1,111
12 point mean.
91 Miami, 0, COT) .......... M
A
1,111
and lost one. The Cardinals are ~•b•avlUe
Despite Hickey's ltatement
""':"""'"'" l'I
B ~
third with a 4-2 record arid the
..
1'117
111... that St. Louis won't have much

Mar. 1'7 • - - - - - . ,
St. Louis (18-6)

Mar. 20
Dayton (23-3)
that they are going to New
York with only one purpose in
mind and that is to win all the
marbles that the NIT has to offer. Should this feeling of desire
remain The Musketeers could
well turn out to be the "sleeper"
in the tournament.
The Musketeers worked out
the first three days of this week
and departed yesterday evening
via TWA midst the rousing
sendoff and rally of the students
and friends of Xavier.
·

Xavier's Intramural Maulers
Receive Much Deserved Rest

Muskete.ers Season
Record

Studs-

St. Francis (NY) (19-2)

Grady Smith
of a chance the Dunkei rating
system has the game even and
the Broadway bookmakers have
both teams chartered as 10-1 to
win the tournament.
The general feeling of the
team and of Coach Ned Wulk is

It's

startlnr Lineups
St, Loul•
Xavier
Smith
6'1" G Vonderbrink 5'11"
Alcorn
fl'O" G Boothe
11'7"
Serkln
6'7" C Tartaron
11'6"
Todd
fl'S" F Schnelder
8'3"
lllcLaurhlln
6'4" F Piontek
6'11"

. The Xavier Musketeer-St. Louis
Billikan game will be carried
over WKRC-TV, Channel 12. Air
time is 9:30 p.m.

I

a delicious.

"B.IG
·SIXTY"
'The Most Improved
Double-Decker Hamburger

Compare The Difference!

SIXTY SECOND SHOPS, Inc.
Open 24 Hours o Day

..,.....
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1 To Win In New York
Studs- Advance Into First Place Tie;
Keeler Keeps Jets Win Streak Going
The Four Studs moved into a first place tie by taking
three games from the Gin Bottle Four. The series win, their
fifth consecutive match victory, was paced by Jim Dusablon's
531 total with a 203 high game. Mel Brennen aided the winners
with a 478 set, while Ed Sajewski's-442 was the lone honor
Mar. 22

COACH OF NIT WINNERS-MAYBE

I

Mar. 24

Mar. 22

total for the los!'!rs.
The Martians produced the first
place tie by beating the Naptown
3 Plus l in their opener, but then
faltered to lose games two and
three. Bop Kirchner's 494 was
the series high for the victors,
while Jim Dehan rolled 432 to
lead the losers. The Sleepy Four
won the third game, and thus
effecting a tie, when the Martians failed to mark in the final.
The upsurging Jets rolled to
their six.th successive win by
making the 5 Minus 4 Plus 3
their newest victims. Dale Keeler
once again provided the igniting
spark by picking up the 1-2-8
spare in the final frame of the
opener to provide a six pin win.
From there, the Jets rolled behind Dale's 495 total and Larry
Conway's 157 middle game. Joe
Farrell, bowling anchor, had 425
with a high 150 game as the
loser's only threat.
Next week's schedule pits the
leaders against each other in the
featured contest. Meanwhile, the
Gin Bottle Four engage the 5
Minus 4 Plus 3, and in the final
set, the Jets play host to the
Martians.

PAGBPIVB

Boothe Next Xavier Captain;
W ulk Awards Varsity Letters
By Charlie Woe•le
Diminutive Jimmy Boothe was elected captain of the
1956-57 Xavier University basketball team and all eleven
members of the NIT-bound Musketeer varsity squad were
presented letter awards at the annual basketball banquet
Tuesday night by Head Coach Ned Wulk in the Ballroom of
Hotel Sinton.
Boothe, one of the smallest college stars in the nation standing
five-feet seven-inches, is the
Xavier leading scorer through
the regular season 26-game schedule with 429 points and a 16.5
average. An honor student and
lover of classical music, Boothe
is a native of Dayton, Ky. The
''Mighty Mite-Pepper Pot" guard
succeeds his running mate, Lou
Vonderbrink, as the Musketeer
captain.
Everybody Wins
Wulk presented awards to the
entire squad, the first in Xavier's
history to carry the Blue and
White colors to a major post-season tournament and the first to
capture a tournament championship. Xavier won the 1956 Queen
City Invitational Tourney in Buffalo, N.Y., Jan. 2, defeating Niagara, St. Bonaventure, and
Georgia Tech. enroute.
Frosh Coach Bob Finnell, concluding his final season as a basketball mentor as he has been
appointed to the football staff as
line coach effective this Spring,
presented frosh numerals to
seven members of the undefeated
yearling squad, the first all-victorious freshman team in Xavier
history. The little Muskies won

1955-56 STATISTICS
Player
Jimmy Boothe, G ................
Dave Piontek, F-C ..............
Duke Schnelder, F ..............
Frank Tartaron, F-C ........ ,.
Lou Vonderbrlnk, G ..........
Hank Schmidt, F ..................
Franny Stahl, G ....................
John Albrinck, F ..................
Tony Olberding, F ................
Stu Courchalne, C ......... :......
Jim O'Connell, G ................
Others ..........................................
XAVIER ... ;.......................... 26
OPPONENTS .................... 26

are going to New
only one purpose in
that is to win all the
1t the NIT has to ofthis feeling of desire
1e Musketeers could
1Ut to be the "sleeper"
nament.
sketeers worked out
ree days of this week
ed yesterday evening
midst the rousing
I rally of the students
·
: of Xavier.

When the songs are light
And the fire's bright
For real delight-have a CAMEL!
,.

·'
It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure.'helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
- more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild!

nproved
~amburger

IPS, Inc.
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lartlnc Lineups
Xavier
6'1" G Vonderbrlnk 11'11"
6'0" G Boothe
11'1"
6'7" C Tarlaron
8'6"
6'S" F Schnelder
O'S"
6'4" F Plonlek
6'1i"

IG

M
11116
1161
K!l!I
411ii
712

.~

1

~licious,

G
:rn
:!ii
21;
211
211
25
2:1
22
111
Jr.·

15 in a row, including two wins
over each of the area college
frosh squads of Dayton, Miami,
and Cincinnati.
Varsity letterwinners are: Sen·
iors-Capt. Lou Vonderbrink,
guard from Cincinnati (Roger
Bacon), Jim O'Connell, guard
from Cincinnati (St. Xavier),
Dave Piontek, center • forward
from Bethel, Pa., Hank Schmidt,
forward from Newport, Ky.
(Catholic), and Dick Schneider,
forward from Cincinnati (Purcell).
Juniors-Captain-elect Jimmy
Boothe, guard from Dayton, Ky.,
John Albrinck, forward from
Cincinnati (Roger Bacon), Franny
Stahl, guard from Maysville, Ky.,
Sophomores-$ t u Corchaine,
center from Kimberly, Wisc.,
Tony Olberding, forward from
Cincinnati '(St. Xavier), and
Frank Tartaron, center-forward
from Pittsburgh, Penn.
Frosh Award
Freshman numerals sweaters
were presented to: Joe Viviano
and Jim Dentinger, Louisville,
Ky. (St. Xavier), Jim Puthoff
and Bob Kroell, Cincinnati (Purcell), Hank Stein, Louisville, Ky.
(Flaget), Ron Prob:, McKeesport,
Pa. and Gerry Wessels, Dayton,
Ohio (Chaminade), along with
freshman student manager Ron
Otting. Other members of the
frosh squad who played only one
semester of competition and are
therefore ineligible for an award
are: Cornelius Freeman, Cincinnati (DePorres), Bob Pohlgeers,
Newport, Ky. (Catholic), Charlie
Phillips, York, Pa., and Dick
Wiener, Silver Grove, Ky.

a.'· lnaoltl11'oMeco Cu,, Wla.ttoa lilll1m, ,., o.
0
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Campus Glances
Sheehy, George Owens, Ron
Schulte, Jim Mackin, John OberTwo new chairmen have been
meyer, Tom Lamb, and Bob
added to the 1956 fund raising
Schnee. They will be accom. campaign which will get into
panied by team Coach, Sgt. Edfull swing following Easter.
ward S. Williams, and probably
Sarvin1i as chairman of the
by the Club Moderator, Major A.
Alumni Special Gifts Committee
C. Jurney.
is Mr. Charles A. Eisenhart, Jr.,
About 20 other schools will
a member of the class of 1929.
be
entered in the tourney;
Mr. Eisenhart is vice-president
including most of 'the Big Ten.
of Hess-Eisenhart Co.
Mr. Thomas Earls, a promi- The team may have additional
nent local amateur golfer and a competition scheduled in Detroit
partner in Earls, Blair Insurance on Sunday and arrive back in
Agency, has been appointed to Cincinnati late Sunday.
• • •
head the Dad's Club Special
Gifts Committee. Mr. Earls has
a son, Tom Jr.; now attending
On Sunday, March 18, the
Xavier a11 a fr~hman.
Albertus Magnus Chemistry Club

Chairmen Named

Symposium

• • •
Bird Men

On Tuesday, March 20, at 7: 30
p.m., the Flying Club will hold
election of officers in North Hall.
Refreshments will be served
after the elections.

• • •
Concert Soon

Xavier sophomore Tom WidJar will play the French horn
with the Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music when it presents a concert at a B convocation at Xavier on March 19.
The concert, featuring Bethoveen's First Symphony and Capriccio &pagnol, will be heard
in the Albert D. Cash Memorial
Room at 1:30 p.m. Tom Widlar
is a special student at the Conservatory.
Tais is the first time an entire
symphony orchestra has performed at a Xavier student convocation. Mr. Paul Katz, conductor of the Dayton Philharmonic,
will conduct the concert.

will hold its Spring Symposium
at the College .of Mt. St. Joseph..
Xavier University will be among
the eight participating schools.
Xavier will present three
speakers. Vincent Sodd will
speak on "Color and Chemical
Constituent," John Walter on
"The Soiless Growth of Plants,"
and Dan Boure on "Liquid Pro~
pellants." The club welcomes all
who are interested to attend.

• • •
Nagy in Tavem

Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S.J.,
professor of English and mod-

erator of the Mermaid Tavern, between 12 n!>On and 3 p.m. on
has announced that five quest· Saturday for those interested.
ants have been granted membership in the Tavern.
The new Taverners are sophOf late, the Dormitory Counomores John Nagy and Bill Sena cil has increased its tempo of
and freshmen John Capelletti, activity. Junior Mel Brennan
Ken Schneider, and Ed Weiden- has been put in charge of a
feller.
committee to formulate pftans for
• •
the annual picnic.
In ·· addition, wheels are in
motion to obtain Dormitory
A trip for two is the grand Council keys for the representaprize to 1be awarded .by the tives in Council.
United Artists Corp. for the
best 100 word or less statement
on "I would like to see Paris
because . . ."
The families of Mr. Zachary
The official entry blank can Taylor, instructor of economies,
be had by writing to Special
Events Director, United Artists
Corp., 729-7th Ave., New York,
N.Y. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The contest,
AS MINTIONED IN
open to all over 21, closes June
1, 1956.

• • •
Dorm Picnic

•
I Love Paris

• • •
.Migrations

NOW THE FAMOUS

All students that are making
the trip to New York City to
see the Xavier Musketeers in
action can get a cut rate on
tickets. With a proper identification card, stating that you are
a student at Xavier, students
may purchase a $3.00 ticket for
$1.00. Ticket manager James E.
Buehler will be in Xavier headquarters in the Paramount Hotel

• • •

Go Home

This year's Easter recess officially ·begins Wednesday, March
28. For those who have fUUilled
their retreat obligations, however,
the vacation will begin Friday,
March 23. The campus retreat
will be March 26-28. The Easter
vacation ends Tuesday morning,
April 3.

GONDOLA SANDWICH

POST

• • •
NIT Tickets

and of Mr. Thomas G. Wack. in·
structor . of English, recently
moved to the Ohio Homes Subdivision at Loveland Heights,
Ohio. The Taylor household previously was at Stratford Manor.
Mr. Wack and his family have
moved from Swifton Village.

""'- NHIHf Sandwich
•f Them All"

@~IP~IJ

OH YOU KIDS! WCKY 'DROOOLESI
For solution, see
..................._ paragraph below.

• • •
More Big Shots

I

•••

•••
11:

DROODLES-POCKET EDITION. There's a pocket

edition of almost everything these days. Why
not Droodles? This one's titled: Shirt pocket of
Lucky Smoker. This smoker might give you the
shirt oft' his back-but he'd sure bang on to that
pack of Luckies. Reason: Luckies taste better.
You see, they're made of :fine tobacco-light,
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED
to taste even better. Matter of fact, you'll say
Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever
smoleed! Better pocket a pack today!

(Continued from Page 2)
ture that baa done much and will
cio much to influence their own

Europe's movies can not compete with America's on a production basis, so it specializes in
quality films. The acting of "The
Mad Queen" was tremendous. I
don't know any Spanish except
"si sener," but with the help of
tl:ae sub-titles I was able to follow the movie's plot perfectly.
The English word "magnificent"
is entirely incapable of describ· , ing the music; I guess we would
have to go to the Spanish for a
word that could do the jt>b. The
whole production was excellent.
Yet students will go pay their
hard-earned beer money to see
"I'll Cry Tomorrow." Let's watch
for the next movie and teke advanta1e of it.

••••••

HOLIDAY TIAPPIC
LI.AVINO CITY
Thomas Marra
Drexel Tech

Down Front

lives.
I am not trylnr to play the
role of political sare, but or all
the Western peoples, Americans
tend by far to be the most aarrow·mlnded and aloof ln their
opinions or other cultures and
ways or life. Far too many of us
think that because we produce
more automeblles with power
steering and have nenr lost a
war yet that we are by far the
class of Western elvllizatlon.
Well, the truth ls that we are
far from lt, and the aooner we
realille It and ret on the stick
and do somethinc the better.

...'•'•••

I

The Xavier ROTC Rifle team
leaves this afternoon for the
University of Michiian campus
at Ann Arbor to compete in the
National Rifle Association Sectional Tournament. On t h e
Wolverine range tomorrow, the
Musketeer riflemen will compete
against some of the most formidable compatition in the nation.
The Xavier team will be composed of eleven men: Will
Wittekind, John Van Flandern,
Joe Witsken, Jerry Smith, Ed

/.

. ·~

1: .

1

AUTO
(SNOWID IN)

John Bili.soly
Purdue

DROODLES, Copyri1bt 1953 by Roser PriOI
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COllEGE SMOKERS PREFER lUCKIES I

=

Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king
among 36,075 college students questioned
f:t:a~~st. The number-one reason: Luckies

Size,
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LUCIOIS TASTl. llftER .. Cleaner, Fresher, Smoodier!
eA. T, CD.
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The Night Side of The News
Dean's List For Evening College Released
The_ Evening College Dean's
List for the firs·t semester has
been completed. Sixty-six students qualified for placement on
it. The qualifications at the
Evening College are that a student must carry at least three
courses from three different
professors, and must maintain
a 3.25 average.
Employers of the students on
the list will be informed of this
and the office will urge them to
join in congratula•ting their employees for tihis high achievement at the Evening College.
Bruggeman, William A......... 4.00
Colebank, Calvin .................... 4.00
Ivory, William E ..................... 4.00
McDonough, Thomas M......... 4.00
Schmeing, Carl H ................... 4.00
Watts, Cletus F ....................... 4.00
Wentersdorf, Karl P ............... 4.00
Wing, George A ....................... 4.00
Zlnam, Oleg .............................. 4.00

Berhiet, Jerold J .....................
Goodpaster, Robert E .............
Jennings, Joseph P .................
Tanner, lUarY,:Dolores ............
Peters, John P .........................
Riethmiller, William D.........
Beck, Leo J • ..........................:...
Englert, Joseph F ...................
Farrell, Edna V .......................
Sexton, Melvin C...................
Marx, John E ...........................
Pazera, Anthony J, ..................
Wuestefeld, Elmer B .............
Ratterman, Robert G .............
Leurck, Henry J .....................
McGurn, William J .................
Williams, Edward T ...............
Kane, Francis B. .. ..................
Nolan, Kathleen ......................
Berberich, Eileen E. .. ............
Hemberger, Paul J .................
Lancaster, J. Thomas ............
Schutte, Richard A. ..............
Umberg, Joan E.......................
Zlegelmeyer, Jerome L .........

3.80 Wiedeman, Donald M. .. ........ 3.54
3.80 Becker, John P .................... ,.. 3.50
3.80 Deters, John G ....................... 3.50
3.77 Hartman, Rlchard G ............. 3.50
3.75 Mechley, Albert ...................... 3.50
3.75 Westerfield, Thomas E......... 3.50
3.71 Thamann, John D................... 3.45
3.71 Averbeck, Henry J . ......... :...... 3.43
3.71 Fox, John A............................. 3.43
3.71 Goetz, Edward H..................... 3.43
3.70 Grunkemeyer, Jerome R ..... 3.43
3.70 Hayes, John L ......................... 3.43
3.70 Henderson, William J, .......... 3.43
3.64 Ripberger, John J ................... 3.43
3.6Z Troutman, Vernon E ............. 3.43
3.6Z Witte, Gilbert J ........................ 3.43
3.6Z Northcutt, James P ................. 3.40
3.60 Anderson, James L. ................ 3.38
3.60 Dugan, James V. ·.................... 3.37
3.57 . Michels, John F. ...................... 3.33
3.57 Schill, Arthur H. .. .................. 3.33
3.57 Cahill, Mary Jo ...................... 3.31
3.57 Dault, Robert L ......... ,............. 3.Z9
3.57 Denton, Gordon B. .:.............. 3.Z9
3.57 Donnelly, James
3.Z9

w.................
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XU NFCCS Delegate Elected

~~ !!;~g~n~, !~~1~"!~11?.m ~~?.~!!,

Louisville . last Saturday and
Sunday fo1: the Ohio-Kentucky
NFCCS regional workshop. John
Grupenhoff, outgoing regional
president presided over the final
meeting of his term. Harold
Matthews, regional corresponding secretary also finished his
year of office.
During the coming year Xavier
will be represented on the Regional executive committee by
Edwin Menes who was voted
corresponding secretary for the
eight Ohio-Kentucky member
schools.
Xavier's delgates were Dave
Durwin, Aaron A. ..................
llertsenberg, Robert C. .. ......
Noschang, Raymond J, ..........
Schuler, John J .......................
Tabeling, Paul E. .. ..................
Karst, Charles L. .. ..................
Powell, G. Frank ....................

3.29
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.Z5
3.25

voted on regional policy along
with Conrad Donakowski, regional forensic commissioner.
Eileen Boyle of Nazareth ColJege in Louisville was elected
regional 1'resident for 1956-57
while Mike Diem of BeUarmine
College, also in Louisville, takes
over as first vice-president.

Sodality To Begin
New Topic Study
The discussion groups of the
Sodality have completed their
discussion of the topic "The
Christian Social Order." The
groups will now begin to study
"The Mystical Body as the Foundation for a Christian Social
Order," using the encyclical on
the Mystical Body for the discussion material.

\

America's Most Challenging Industry

•

Symbol of Opportunity
to Forward. Thinking

Engineers and Chemists
SCOPE 01= OPPORTUNITIES

IMMEDIATE VACANCIES FOR:

•

CHEMISTS

•

CHEMICAL ENCINEERS

•
•

MECHANICAL ENCINEERS

•

National Lead Company since 1891 a prominent name in the field of rare metals,
and known the world over for its fam~us Dutch Boy products, is now utilizing its
vast experience in meeting the challenge offered by as,omic energy. As operator of
the Atomic Energy Commission's .Feed Materials Production Center, the Company is
in an excellent position to offer opportunities to young engineers and scientists wish.
ing to further their careers in this challenging field. The Fernald Project, the newest
of its type in the country, embodies the mos! recent technical and technological de·
velopments which arc integrated into the large scale processing of uranium ores
and the subsequ~nt manufacture of metallic uranium fuel elements for use in nuclear
reactors. Located in the Miami and Ohio River Valley area, approximately 15 miles
Northwest of Cincinnati, the Fernald Project is the prime integrated facility of its
type in the AEC chain.

Physical, inorganic, or radiochemists to work on
a wide variety of Analytical and process development and impro~ement projects.

For process improvement and development projects; production engineering (plant assistance);
and plant engineering (designing of facilities).

Production engineering (production assistance) including process problems and design of facilities.

You will enjoy working in close contact with fellow engineers and scientists in
this field; the finest equipment and most modern facilities will be available for
your use. In addition to the congenial atmosphere and outstanding program of
employee benefits, you will find work in this fascinating field both satisfying and
rewarding, with recognition awaiting the forward thinking young man who will prove
himself.

INDUSTRIAL ENCINEERS
For production engineering (plant assistance, production control sched4ling, process problems,
etc.).
,.

METALLURGIST.S and
METALLURGICAL ENCINEERS

The Company will pay moving expenses and you will find ample housing in the
greater Cincinnati area. An educatio.nal refund program is available to employees
desiring to obtain advanced degrees in their fields of specialization at any of the three
local universities. Your placem~nt officer at your university will be pleased to make
arrangements for you to discuss these opportunities further with the National Lead
Company representatives who will be on-campus in the very near future. Why a.oe
make an appointment today?

Process development and improvement projects
at both technical and production levels.

•

STATISTICIANS
For design of experiments, and wide variety of
statistical quality control procedures.

•Positions available at B.S. through Ph.D. levels.

•

Company Represenfafives
Will le On Campus
March 22
If./unable to arrange interview mail resume to:

.

''

•

'
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Irishmen Strut In Honor Of St. Patrick

By Tona Mc.4.uli/Je
This coming Saturday is the feast day of St. Patrick. And fashion while women, children, race of drunkards is entirely
and homes go unguarded. Per- without any substantial, sciendespite a predominance of the Teuton strain at Xavier which haps a detachment of Pershing tific
basis. It is true that in the.
is entirely at variance with my race-occupational theory (Ger- Rifles would come in handy if era of Skipper there were rare
mans rate six percent as brewers, two percent students, 92 Xavier were ever faced with occasions when a few Hibernians,
forgetting that they were im- ·
percent as janitors-hence the old Gaelic proverb, "Germans such a fate.
make the best janitors") there
will be student festivities to
properly acknowledge the day of
this great saint.
There is a hard core of old
I.R.A. men living on campus who
seem to have taken this task
upon them as if it were God
given. Their zeal for promoting
the Irish cause during the year is
exceeded only by the near fanaticism with which they make
each St. Patrick's Day better than
the last. They seem to have won
over quite· a few turncoats from
the Gentile (non-Irish) camp.. I
have been asked by those higher
up not to mention any names for
fear of embarrassing the parties
involved, but some of our most
prominent Gentile students have
been caught slinking around the
campus with Kelly green ties
fastened gayly ab out their
scrawny throats. Some have even
had the affrontery to wear the
sacred Erin Go Braugh pins
. which offense in New York or
Chicago because of its very blatancy would entail the ancient
punishment of death by skurling
(bagpipe poisoning).
In most cities where the civilizing touch of the Irish is felt,

there is a parade on St. Patrick's
Day. Unfortunately, either Cincinnati is too poor to support a
parade or too conservative to let
a group of "spirited" Irishmen
roam the streets in military

Now we come, as they say in
the student convocations, to a
delicate subject-drinking. It is
a well known fact that many
members of the Irish race have
an inordinate attachment to spirits, but the rumor that we are a

mune to all alcohol, lost some of
that mystic dignity which is the
sole possession of their race by
letting themselves become too
often imbued with that inner
irridescence which is judged by
Jesuit authorities as constituting

S1niles Prevail As Orators Join Frat

a state of legal or illegal, depending upon your point of view, in·
toxication. But these are and
were exceptions. We recognize
the fact that wassail forms an
integral part of any barbaric or
shall we say ritualistic celebration; and because there is a conservative streak in us too, we
reverse this time old custom.
So a happy St. Patrick's Day to
you; Erin Go Braugh.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgome17 Road
Evanston

: . ,•
··. ·.

Last Saturday, Xavier's 116 year-old Philopedian Society marked its admission into Tau Kappa
Alpha, a national honorary forensics fraternity, with two ~ebates against Wittenberg and a luncheon in
the Union Building. Dr. G. Vernon Kelley, second from left, who is regional governor of TKA announced
the admission of Xavier and commended the Philopedians for their outstanding accomplishments. Also
president, and Rev. Vincent
shown are Frank Conneighton, secretary of the Philopedians, Bill Glueck,
~·
C. Horrigan, S.J., instructor of theology and moderator of the Xavier debate group. Photo by Karches

•

Nobody "spared. the horses~·
•
in
the '56 Chevrolet I
.1 ,;, ..:_·

More Fun!
In the company
of friends home·
ward bound you
can make it a
"party" all the
way. There's
room to roam,
time to visit, and
nothing to worry about.

More Comfort!

It's the new "Two-Ten" 4-Door Sedan, one of 20 frisky new Chewolets.

What Savings!

This beauty's got power that's panther-quick and silk-smooth. P()UJer
that puts new kick in your driving and makes passing far safer.
A flick of your toe is all it takes
to unleash a hoodful of Chevrolet
power! Power that makes passing
far safer by saving seconds when
they really count! Power that's
smooth as silk-and as full of
action as a string of firecrackers!
Big, deep-breathing power that

Give yourself a
"Scotch treat" by
teaming up with
two or more friends
bound for your
home town. On
trips' of 100 miles
or more, you'll each
save 25% on roundtrip coach tickets using GROUP
l!CONOMY PARES 1• And here's
another bargain ! Round up 25 or
more to travel long-distance together
oo the same homeward train. Then
return singly or together, and you
each save 28% of regular roundtrip fare.

now ranges clear up to 225 h.p.!
But power's just one of the
things that make for safer, happier driving in a·· Chevy. For
instance, there's the solid construction of Body by Fisherand Chevrolet's nailed-down stability. Come in and give it a try.'

Air conditioning-temperatures made lo order-at new low cost. Let us demonstrate!
121 GLAMOROUS PRIZES 1.N THE" SEE THE U.S. A. IN YOUR CHEVROLET" CONTEST. ENTER NOW-AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S,

·-------------········-··---·········-··-·--·-···------·· ············-·········--····-··-----------------------------------------------------------------

See Your Chevrolet Dealer
•

Restful c o a c h e s , «
loads of
'· ...,,,.. ,,
luggage space,
· ·
refreshments
·
and swell meals
en route. No
tough driving on
crowded highways. No waiting for
skies to clear. Yessir, the train is tops
in transportation !

,,

•Bxr1Pt for lor11/ tr11vtl bt11111111 N1111 Ytr.I•
IF11shirf11011 11ntl poi11ts 11111 of Lll11r11111r, P11.

.

SH your travel or ticket agent
NOWIA1kabout theM W1 m__,
saving plansl

•

EASTERN
RAILROADS
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Armory Scene Of Fierce
Faculty. Fireworks
A festive Xavier faculty party
was interrupted by the whizz and
whine of bullets last Friday
evening, March 9. Unreservedly,
the male faculty members brandished arms and commenced to
war against each other. The
scene of the battle was the rifle
range in the Armory. The targets were paper bullseyes.
Each rifleman fired ten rounds
in the prone position and five
rounds in the sitting position.
Many were the. figments of
sharpshooting prowess that were
assassinated that night. From this
racuous melee of rifle reports
and animal shouts there emerged
14 sharpshooters.
Colonel George Trafford, executive officer of the R.O.T.C. detachment, the Rev. John H.
Reinke, S.J., instructor. of psychology, :pr. Edward A. Doering,· instructor of English and

Students, Faculties,
Hear Controllers
At a joint meeting held on
Xavier University campus Tuesday, March 13, the students
and facuties of Xavier, the University of Cincinnati and Miami
University heard members of
t h e Controllers Institute of
America present' opportunities ,
for the graduate in controllerships.
The program was presented this
year in conjunction with the
celebration of Xavier University's
125th anniversary. Similar educational programs have been
conducted in past years as a
means of giving students the
opportunity of obtaining firsthand information about.business
from key local executives who
assist with the controlling functions in important industries
and business.
local members of the Controllers
Institute representing a cross
section of Cincinnati management. Taking part iil the program were William H. Zimmer,
vice president and treasurer of
the Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Co.; C. Kenneth McCracken,
comptroller of Procter & Gamble; Robert C. Johnson, assistant comptroller of Union Central Life Insurance Co.; Charles
P. Reynolds, Jr., comptroller of
Trailmobile, Inc.; and George L.
Schlegel, treasurer of HerringHall-Marvin Safe Co.

Vets Should Write
To Representatives
The ·Xavier Veterans Club at
its regular . monthly meeting
Sunday began arrangements for
a spring picnic. Details will be
announced later.
The officers of the club reminded all veterans that there
are bills ·before the Senate and
House of Representatives of the
-United States that will be beneficial to veterans attending col-·
lege. Information pertaining to
these bills is posted on the veterans bulletin board. All veterans
were urged to write their representatives.

Fr. Stein Passes

(Continued from Page 1)
in .the field of administration.
But all of the time he taught one
or two courses. He had explained
that by teaching, he could keep
in contact with the problems of
instructors.
The funeral Mass was held
Wednesday at St. Mary's Church,
Cleveland. He was buried on the
grounds of St. Stanislaus Retreat
House, Parma, Ohio.
'

business, and Mr. Robert F.
Cissell, assistant professor of
mathematics and drawing, couped
scores of 75 points each. Sergeant
Edmund S. Williams, coach of
the rifle team, promenaded behind them with a 74 .point score.
Five of the shooters literally
merited cub scout badges for
B-B gun scores of 73 points each.
They were Mr. Glen A LaGrange,
assistant professor of psychology
and education, and Mr. William
H. Brocklage, director of the
Xavier University news bureau,
and master sergeants Earl Higgins and William E. Baldwin and
sergeant first class James W.
Young, all of whom are assistant
professors of military science
and tactics.
Mr. Raymond J. Fellinger,
registrar, became eligible for
the award of one spent .22 cal-:iber shell case for his score of
72 points. The Rev. Frederick J.
Reif, S.J., instructor of .theology,
and Mr. John T. Nolan, lecturer
in English, demonstrated plebian
marksmanship with pop gun
scores of 71 points each.
The hoi polloi of the marks-

Casli Wants More
Casli; Cougli Up
Coin, Seniors
The officers of the class of '56
recently inaugurated a campaign
within a campaign to urge all
··-···,··:-i seniors to pay
·; >~1 their s e n i o r
: . ·.

,.,J1 , ·\ ..;

c 1a s s

g i f t

.: ':" ·;':";• .. ;; pledges during

·~·:~:.~:.'.:Lent.·
'./·:·/~·'

:· · Al Cash sen'
. ':: . ior class presi't·: :· :; dent, expressed
, ···.:.::.•· ;·.<: :: confidence that
·· ·' ·· '. .. •.
.:.. • : ·' this Lenten ef1
ti..•.. : ·_....·· ··•.· . . .
fort will effect
. .•
Al Cash
a class gift exceeding all past
class gifts. The door of success
hinges upon the percentage of
seniors participating in the campaign. Al exhorted all seniors ·
to participate so that success
may be assured.
Posters will be placed on the
various bulletin boards on campus, which will continually remind the seniors, who made the
pledges, to P,ay them.
\.·

men were castigated by the
marksmanship of the above faculty members. Everyone was
happy when·the feud ended only
in thoroughly riddled targets.

Young engineer
works on new ways
to remove heat
from atomic reactors
An atomic reactor running at full efficiency
creates a tremendous amount of heat in its
core. By removing this heat and putting it to
work boiling water to make steam, atom·
made electricity is produced.
One of the men responsible for designing
new, more efficient ways to remove heat from
atomic reactors is 29-year-old Doctor Salomon Levy - Design Analysis supervisor in
the Atomic Power Equipment Department's
Reactor Engineering Unit.

Levy's Work Interesting, Vital
To study this problem of heat transfer,
G.E. recently constructed a heat-transfer system. By electrically simulating the heat produced in a reactor, it is possible to determine
the maximum rate at which heat can be removed from a reactor to make steam.
Dr. Levy conceived the idea of building
this complex system, designed it and supervised its-construction. At present, Levy
works with this system to study new problems of heat transfer and fiuid flow encountered in atomic power plants.

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Salomon Levy came to General.
Electric in 1953, he already knew the kind
of work he wanted to do. Like each of our
25 000 college-graduate employees, he was
gi~en his chance to grow and realize his full
potential. For General Electric has long believed this: Whenever fresh young minds are
given the freedom to make progress, every.
body benefits-the individual, the company,
and the country.

Educational Rekztions, General Electric
Company, Schenectady S, New York
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Lawyers To Hold Meet At Xavier
The Natural Law Society,
sponsored by Xavier University,
will hold its first lecture-meeting at 8 p.m. in the Albert D.
Cash Room on March 20. The
Very Rev. Henry J. Vogelpohl,
vice officialis to the presiding
judge of the archdiocesan tribunal, will speak to the society on
the topic "Divorce and Natural
Law." This speech wil be followed by a round table discussion on the relation of natural
law and ecclesiastical law to

divorce and separation in mar.
riage.
Membership in the Natural
Law Society is open to members
of the legal profession in the
greater Cincinnati area, irregardless of their religious faith. The
primary purpose of the society
is to foster a better understanding of the application of the
principles of natural law to the
enactment, interpretation, and
practice of law among members
of the legal profession.

For Meals at Home •.•
For Lunches at Work or School •••

--~-&-.--..
HOMOGENIZED MILK
(with Vitamin D)

QUALITY v CHEKD
la CREAM

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
5880, or ask your French-Bauer drlverl

~

J.

~.

.. lI

'611~~

ema DAIRY

PRODUCTS SINCE 1142

"lteo11tsnomoretousethebutl"
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Seifried To Take On All Comers Defending Theses
Amateur Theologian Is
Confident Of Victory

Nationally Known Philosophers Converge
At Netl1erla1ld Plaza April 3 and 4

By Bill Poole
The sometimes complex science of theology will be discussed in a novel and interesting manner, not by a member of the faculty, but by a
Xavier student this afternoon.
The medieval art of scholastic
disputation; will be re~ived at
Xavier at 1: 30 p.m. this afternoon when junior Stahley F.
Seifried speaks at a student convocation, Class A Series, Albert
D. Cash Memorial Room.
Seifried will present two theological theses, both of which he
will defend against all objectors.
The convocation will be an inovation in that active audience
participation will be sought.

Defense of Theses
Scholastic diputation, a defense of a thesis or group of
theses in philosophy or theology, was a part of the curriculum of medieval universities,
and can still ·be found in seminaries. Students during the Middle Ages participated in the disputations both for instruction
and entertainment.
Seifried will defend these two
theses: "Christ is True God,
and His teaching is Divine
Revelation which He requires
all men to accept." Christ announced the kingdom of God
as a religious society existing in
this world external and visible.
This society He called His
Church."

By Wllync Fclar
Final plans are being made this wee,k for the American
Catholic Philosophical Association's Convention next month.
On the Tuesday and Wednesday after Easter-April 3 and
4-delegates from all over the United States will converge on
the Netherland Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati for this annual
philosophy convention.
The program will begin Tuesday morning at 8:30 with registration, open to the public.' For
50 cents, anyone may attend all
the morning and afternoon lectures and discussions.
All the papers to be· read at
the convention are related to the
general theme, "The Role of
Philosophy in the Catholic Liberal College." These papers will
treat such subjects as "The Roh!
of Ethics," "The Role of Metaphysics," and "The Role of Logic."
At 2 p.m. the delegates and
interested visitors will separate
into small discussion groups.
Three groups will meet each day.
At the beginning of each discus-

Stan the Man
Stan expects no questions like
"Could God make a stone He
could not lift?" But he does expect some difficult ones, if not
from the student body, at least
from the faculty.
Dick Mennen of the debating society will introduce the
speaker. Plans for future convocations of this nature are
contingent upon student participation.

sion, two short papers will be
given to start the ball rolling.
The high point of the convention will be the· dinner at 7 p.m.,
Tuesday, for conventioneers and
visitors. Most. Rev. Karl J. Alter,
archbishop of Cincinnati, will
give the official welcoming address. Then, at 8:30 p.m., "wo
papers will be read. Dr. Vincent
Edward Smith, president of the
Association, will speak on "Wisdom and Science," and Dr. Mortimer J. Adler will take as his
subject, "Controversy in Life
and the Teaching of Philosophy."
Dr. Smith, a Xavier alumnus,
is now teaching philosophy at
Notre Dame. He is the editor of

the Association's periodical, "New
Scholasticism,"' and the author of
several books. Dr. Adler is famous as one of the two inaugura tors of the Great Books progrm'n. Also present at this evening session will be Rev. George
Klubertanz, S.J., the presidentelect of the Association. Fr. Klubertanz has a doctorate from
Toronto. The author of two extbooks, both of which are used at
Xavier, he is now teaching at
St. Louis University.
Finally, to close the evening,
there will be a special television
broadcast on Channel 9 at 10:00
p.m., directly from the Hall of
Mirrors.
Wednesday's program during
the moi·ning and afternoon will
be similar to Tuesday's. The convention will end promptly at
5:00 p.m. Wednesday so that the
delegates can return home for
classes on Thursday.

PACKS MORE PLEASURE
/Jecattse itS Nore Rlr/j..ctfy.lkcNedI

Objections Welcomed
. In a regular disputation, two
opponents would present objections, but in this convocation
objections will be welcome from
the audience. The matter under
discussion should be somewhat
familiar to all since it is covered
in first year theology.
The disputation will be divided
into two parts. The first part
will consist of the exposition of
the theses and refutation of
common objections. The second
will be the defense proper in
which all objections will be
answered.

Pre-Med Student
Stan Seifried, a native of
Orrville, Ohio, is a pre-medical
student though he may easily be
mistaken for a philosophy major.
Adept in the art of persuasion,
he is a member of the Poland
Philopedian Debating Society.
He is also this year's host of the
Philosophy Club.
In his freshman year Stan at- '
tended the College of Wooster,
a non-Catholic, church-related
institution. He may have perfected his debating ability there.

B1u111ring'1 Pharmacy
The Dnig StO'l'e Cloaelt To
Xatlie,. Univn.sitv

1618 Montcomer1 Road
MEirose 1-3708
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Th• more perfectly packed your
cigarette, the more pleasure it
gives ••• and Accu-Ray packs
Chesterfield far moi:e perfectly.
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To the touch ••• to the taste, Firm and pleasing to the lips
an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satis- •.• mild yet deeply satisfying to
fies the most ••• burns more the taste - Chesterfield alone is
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